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(57) A public transport system (10) comprises elec-
tric buses (12) and at least one path (11) along which the
buses travel and which has intermediate stops (13) and
at least one terminus (14). The buses (12) are equipped
with a receiving system (2) for the inductive charging of
the batteries, and the stops (13) and the at least one
terminus (14) are equipped in turn with transmission sys-
tems (15, 16) for inductive charging, which link up with
the receiving systems (20) of the buses when the buses
stop at the stops and in said at least one terminus. The
transport system (10) further comprises a computerized
ground control system (18) equipped with a wireless con-

nection system (26) for connection with an on-board con-
trol system (17) of the buses for the exchange of infor-
mation. The ground control system (18) comprises an
electronic system (27) for processing virtual models (30)
for the simulation of the buses of the plurality, to which
information transmitted by the on-board control system
(17) is supplied in order to simulate the future behaviour
of each bus (12). This allows corresponding information
to be sent to the on-board control system (17) of the buses
and to the charging systems so as to optimize the dura-
tion of the batteries (21) and/or the charging time.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a transport sys-
tem comprising a fleet of buses with at least partially elec-
tric traction by means of power supply batteries and at
least one travel path for the buses in the fleet. The inven-
tion also comprises a method for managing such a sys-
tem.
[0002] Bus systems for urban or semi-urban road-
based public transport of the electric or hybrid type
(namely using electric motors powered by batteries in
turn charged by internal-combustion motor-generator
units) are being proposed as valid alternatives to con-
ventional solutions which use only an internal-combus-
tion engine, in particular because of problems associated
with environmental pollution.
[0003] In an urban or semi-urban environment the bus-
es generally operate continuously during the day travel-
ling along a circular route, namely a route which is peri-
odically repeated by the bus and which has a certain
number (usually a fairly large) number of intermediate
stops, where the bus stops for a short or very short time,
and at least one terminus station, where the bus stops
for a relatively longer period of time, while waiting for the
next scheduled trip along the route.
[0004] Unfortunately, for uses of this type, where the
bus must be able to operate continuously for a reasonably
long period of time during the day, the battery-powered
electric supply system requires large-capacity batteries,
which are therefore costly, in particular in relation to the
cost of the remaining parts of the vehicle. Moreover,
large-capacity batteries have a large volume and high
weight which, on the one hand, reduces the load capacity
of the vehicle, namely the number of passengers which
can be transported, and on the other hand increases fur-
ther the electric power consumption owing to the weight
of the batteries to be transported, with a negative impact
on the autonomy of the vehicle.
[0005] Moreover, continuous stopping and starting of
the vehicle, due to both the numerous intermediate stops
along the travel route and the density of normal urban
traffic, results in non-optimum electric power consump-
tion which may be worsened even further by the particular
features of the route, such hills, flyovers, etc.
[0006] All this may result in the need for more powerful
batteries, resulting in a further increase in the cost and
weight of the batteries and a further increase in the as-
sociated problems.
[0007] It must also be considered that the stresses as-
sociated with a circular route for public transport in an
urban or semi-urban environment may be relatively dam-
aging for a hybrid or battery-powered electric bus which
must be able to withstand a high variability of the trans-
ported load. Possible breakdowns could therefore be-
come relatively frequent. However, precisely during such
use for urban transport, the service must always be guar-
anteed for the users and any problems affecting a vehicle
in service should be communicated as quickly as possi-

ble to the users. Buses of the hybrid type may reduce to
a certain degree the need for large-size batteries, but at
the same time the weight of the vehicle is increased owing
to the internal-combustion motor-generator unit and the
need to equip the bus with a suitable fuel tank, thus in-
creasing the complexity of the system and the risk of
possible faults or breakdowns.
[0008] The object of the present invention is to provide
a public transport system and a management method
which are able to overcome the aforementioned draw-
backs and optimize the use of battery-powered buses.
[0009] In view of this object, the idea which has oc-
curred is to provide, according to the invention, a public
transport system, comprising a plurality of buses
equipped with electric batteries for powering electric trac-
tion motors and at least one path along which the buses
of the plurality travel and which has intermediate stops
and at least one terminus, characterized in that the buses
are equipped with a receiving system for the inductive
charging of the batteries and an on-board control system,
the stops and the at least one terminus being in turn
equipped with transmission systems for inductive charg-
ing, which link up with the receiving systems of the buses
when the buses stop at the stops and in said at least one
terminus opposite a transmission system for inductive
charging, the transport system further comprising a com-
puterized ground control system equipped with a wireless
connection system for a wireless connection with the on-
board control system of the buses for the exchange of
information, the ground control system further compris-
ing an electronic system for processing virtual models
for the simulation of buses of the plurality, to which infor-
mation transmitted by the on-board control system is sup-
plied via the wireless connection in order to simulate the
further behaviour of each bus and send corresponding
information to the on-board control system of the buses
so as to optimize the duration of the batteries until the
next transmission system for inductive charging present
at the stops and/or at the terminus is reached and/or op-
timize the charging stoppage time at the stops and/or at
the terminus.
[0010] The idea which has also occurred is to provide
according to the invention a method for the computerized
management of a public transport system, comprising at
least one path along which a plurality of buses travel and
which has intermediate stops and at least one terminus,
the buses being equipped with electric batteries for pow-
ering electric traction motors and a receiving system for
inductive charging of these batteries, the stops and the
at least one terminus being in turn equipped with trans-
mission systems for inductive charging, which link up with
the receiving systems of the buses when the buses stop
at the stops and in the said at least one terminus opposite
a transmission system for inductive charging, the method
also providing for a computerized ground control system
which is connected via wireless transmission to an on-
board control system of the buses for the exchange of
information, the computerized ground control system
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comprising in turn virtual models for simulating the buses
of the plurality, to which information transmitted by the
on-board control system is supplied in order to simulate
the future operation of each bus and send information to
the on-board control system of the buses in order to op-
timize the duration of the batteries until the next trans-
mission system for inductive charging present at the
stops and/or at the terminus is reached and/or optimize
the charging stoppage time at the stops and/or at the
terminus.
[0011] In order to illustrate more clearly the innovative
principles of the present invention and its advantages
compared to the prior art, an example of embodiment
applying these principles will be described below with the
aid of the attached drawings. In the drawings:

- Figure 1 shows a schematic view of a transport sys-
tem provided according to the invention;

- Figure 2 shows schematically in greater detail a bus
according to the invention;

- Figure 3 shows schematically in greater detail a
ground control part of the system according to the
invention.

[0012] With reference to the figures, Figure 1 shows in
schematic form a public transport system according to
the invention, indicated overall by 10, comprising at least
one path 11 along which one or more buses 12 periodi-
cally travel. The path comprises a certain number of in-
termediate stops 13 and at least one stop or terminus
station 14. As shown in Figure 2, the buses 12 are of the
totally electric or hybrid type, with electric traction motors
22 and suitable electric power supply batteries 21. As
will become clear below, each bus is provided with a re-
ceiving system for charging the batteries of the inductive
type, namely with a dedicated receiving coil 20 intended
to be coupled with a dedicated transmitting coil of a
ground charging transmission system. Preferably, the re-
ceiving coil 20 on the bus may be arranged underneath
the deck of the bus so to be inductively coupled with a
corresponding coil arranged on the ground surface when
the bus is positioned above this transmitting coil.
[0013] The inductive coupling between the coils trans-
fers the electric energy between the transmitting coil and
the receiving coil and this energy is used in the bus in
order to charge at least partially the batteries on-board.
[0014] As can be seen again in Figure 1, a charging
transmission system 15 is present at the location of at
least some - if not all - the intermediate stops 13. More-
over, one or more charging systems 16 are also present
in the terminus station. Preferably, a sufficient number
of charging systems are present in the terminus station
for simultaneously charging the buses which must stop
there while waiting to resume service along their as-
signed route. Reserve buses 12 may also be present in
the terminus station, ready to be used as a replacement
for buses which must be taken out of service, for example
because of a fault or breakdown or a predicted possible

future fault or breakdown, as will be clarified below.
[0015] Each bus 12 comprises an electronic on-board
system 17 which communicates via a wireless connec-
tion with a ground control station 18 which manages the
transport system as a whole. The system 17 may be re-
alized, for example using a per se known suitably pro-
grammed microprocessor or PLC electronic apparatus,
as may be easily imagined by the person skilled in the
art on the basis of the description provided here.
[0016] The ground control station 18 is connected also
to the charging transmission systems 15 and 16 (for ex-
ample also comprising per se known suitably pro-
grammed microprocessor or PLC control systems).
Communication may occur also via radio or via suitable
known data lines.
[0017] The system 18 may be advantageously realized
using a per se known computerized electronic apparatus,
which has been suitably programmed, as may be easily
imagined by the person skilled in the art on the basis of
the description provided here.
[0018] Figure 2 shows in greater detail the structure of
the control system 17 present on-board the buses 12.
[0019] The system 17 has a central command unit 19
which is connected to the inductive charging receiving
system 20, to the electric batteries 21 and to the electric
traction motors 22. Advantageously, the electric motors
may be more than one, each connected to a respective
wheel. In the case where an internal-combustion motor-
generator unit (not shown) is present, the central com-
mand unit 19 may be also connected thereto, in order to
control the operation and electric power supply from it to
the batteries.
[0020] The system 17 also comprises an information
reception/transmission system 23 for providing the posi-
tion of the vehicle along the route and for exchanging
information between the on-board central unit 19 and the
ground station 18. The system 23 may also comprise or
realize a geolocation system. Moreover, the system 17
may comprise further sensors 24 for detecting informa-
tion about the operating conditions of the bus.
[0021] In particular, the sensors 24 may also comprise
devices for detecting the number of passengers present
on the vehicle, so as to estimate in real time the load
transported, to be added to the mass (known beforehand)
of the empty vehicle. These sensors may for example be
known boarding/disembarking detectors located at the
doors of the vehicle so as to detect the passing movement
of the passengers. The connections of the on-board elec-
tronic system 17 with the various parts of the vehicle and
with the on-board sensors may, for example, enable var-
ious parameters relating to operation, consumption and
use of the bus to be detected and processed and sent to
the ground station 18.
[0022] In particular, the on-board system 17 may be
able to acquire various information relating to the vehicle
via the appropriate sensors, known per se, and commu-
nication with the traction system and/or other apparatus
existing on the bus. For example, the on-board system
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may be able to determine the charged state of the battery
in percentage terms, the remaining autonomy (preferably
in terms of distance which can be travelled), the instan-
taneous speed, the working time, the distances travelled,
the energy consumed, etc. Further detectable parame-
ters may be, for example, the acceleration of the bus
along the travel path, the distance from the vehicle pre-
ceding it along the route, the external and internal tem-
perature, etc.
[0023] The sensors may also be able to detect the pres-
ence of the underground charging system and if neces-
sary allow the on-board system to communicate with the
charging system in order to request charging of the bat-
teries, if necessary with particular charging parameters.
[0024] In the case of a hybrid vehicle, the system 17
may also control the internal-combustion motor-genera-
tion system, so as to active it when necessary and su-
pervise operation thereof.
[0025] The system 17 may comprise a man/machine
interface device 25 available for the driver of the vehicle.
This interface device 25 may comprise advantageously
a known alphanumeric display and optionally an input
keyboard.
[0026] Figure 3 shows in greater detail the structure of
the ground control station 18. This station comprises a
wireless communication system 26 for the exchange of
information with the reception/transmission system 23 of
the on-board control system 17 present on the buses.
[0027] The ground control station also comprises an
electronic system 27 for model processing, as will be
clarified below, and an electronic command system 28
which is connected to the electronic system 27 for model
processing, which may exchange information with the
buses via the communication system 26 and which may
control the charging transmission systems 15 and/or 16.
The ground control station 18 may also comprise or be
connected to one or more terminals 29 for exchanging
information and commands with human operators.
[0028] The system may also comprise one or more
suitable depots for storage and maintenance of the bus-
es. In the figures and in the description, for the sake of
simplicity, said depots coincide with the terminus, but
they may also be arranged in independent positions
along the travel path or in suitable locations situated off
the travel path. The depots in any case will also comprise
charging systems connected preferably to the ground
control system 18.
[0029] The ground control system 18 may also be ad-
vantageously housed at one of these depots. The ground
control system may also form or comprise a data super-
vision and archive centre. The operator station 29 may
also be advantageously be included in the supervision
centre.
[0030] According to the invention, the electronic model
processing system 27 uses a digital model of the buses
(indicated by 30 in Figure 3) which develops the models
based on the information which it receives from the on-
board processing units 17 and based on the sensors of

the bus.
[0031] Basically, in addition to the information about
the state of the vehicle which can be directly obtained by
the sensors (for example, the instantaneous charged
state of the batteries), the future conditions of the vehicle
will be calculated by the ground system 18 on the basis
of the virtual model of the vehicle. In fact, based on the
real data, it is possible for the ground system 18 to de-
velop the virtual model rapidly in order to obtain predic-
tions about the state of the vehicle in the future and on
the basis thereof take decisions and/or use data which
are sent for example to the operator at the terminal 29
and/or to the electronic command system 28 which may
send commands to the bus itself, to the charging systems
and if necessary arrange for the use of replacement ve-
hicles (indicated generally by 12b in Figure 3).
[0032] Basically, the virtual copy of the real machine
which is processed by the electronic system 27 allows
the system to simulate the future behaviour of the real
machine, synchronized with that of the real vehicle de-
pending on the measurements recorded by the sensors,
and will be able to simulate operation thereof in the short
term in order to establish the optimum operating param-
eters, and in the medium-to-long term for more extensive
predictive purposes.
[0033] Advantageously, the ground control system 18
also comprises a database 31 connected to the electronic
system 27 and containing the characteristics of the travel
path 11 for calculating the predictive behaviour of the
model (and therefore of the real vehicle) along this path.
For example, the database may contain the altimetric
variations of the path so that, knowing the real position
of the vehicle, by applying these variations to the model
it is possible to predict the future power consumption of
the batteries, for example along the section which the
vehicle has yet to travel along to reach the next stop. This
allows the ground control system 18, for example, to alert
the driver of the vehicle that he/she needs to change
his/her driving style in order to save more energy in the
batteries, and/or to set the charging system 15 present
at the next stop and if necessary indicate the optimum
stoppage time to the driver in order to reach the yet next
stop 13.
[0034] For use of virtual models, the system 18 may
be advantageously provided with an application, known
per se, for performing modelling by means of artificial
intelligence (Al). The AI system will thus be provided with
a machine learning capacity and, after a suitable period
of time, will be able to auto-correct its own parameters,
approximating in an increasingly more appropriate man-
ner the operation of the real vehicle (and of any simulated
subsystems thereof, such as the possible hybrid system,
the braking system, etc.). The use of artificial intelligence
is particularly advantageous for a rapid evaluation of the
optimum parameters and simulation of operation, rather
than the use of conventional analytical models which for
a system of this complexity could be slow and not readily
applicable for real-time evaluations. Advantageously, the
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method according to the invention envisages detecting
operating parameters of the buses and sending them via
the wireless connection to the computerized ground con-
trol system 18 in order to incorporate these operating
parameters in the models and provide predictions about
future operation of the buses associated with these op-
erating parameters.
[0035] With the management system based on simu-
lated models of each vehicle in the transport system 10
it will thus be possible for example to evaluate the opti-
mum conditions of use of the available energy of the ve-
hicles, suggesting to the drivers better driving conditions
in order to keep to the journey times along the route and
indicating, if necessary, the appropriate measures for re-
establishing the correct operating conditions for the bus
when deviations from these conditions occur. The control
system therefore suggest to the driver the driving condi-
tions useful for keeping to the journey times and at the
same time making the best possible use of the available
energy and the stoppage time at the stops for partial rapid
charging of the batteries until the next stop is reached.
[0036] Moreover, the control system 18 may autono-
mously manage a number of the vehicle parameters in
order to improve the on-board comfort: for example, the
air-conditioning of the driver’s compartment may be man-
aged in an optimum manner in order to minimize the en-
ergy consumption, taking into account the real surround-
ing (external/internal) conditions and the number of per-
sons present in the vehicle and the characteristics of the
travel path (for example the number of door openings
and their opening frequency).
[0037] A further advantage of the system according to
the invention is that of being able to use the data detected
and the modelling, applied to the future of the vehicle,
for the purpose of planning and optimizing the mainte-
nance strategies for the vehicle.
[0038] In particular, by simulating operation of the var-
ious components of the vehicle and developing models
with the real data detected by the sensors, it is possible
to implement predictive maintenance strategies.
[0039] Owing to the virtual models of each vehicle, the
control system 18 may in fact determine the probable
residual operating time of a component before failure and
for example command the withdrawal of a bus from serv-
ice before a possible failure and/or signal the need for
preventive maintenance of any component before its ac-
tual failure.
[0040] The possibility of monitoring the whole fleet of
vehicles also allows further considerations to be made
regarding the optimization and tracing of consumable
materials or also the design or modification of critical
components in the vehicles used.
[0041] At this point, it is clear how the objects of the
invention have been achieved by providing a system 10
which allows optimum management of the available en-
ergy owing to the set of sensors for measuring the main
operating parameters of each vehicle and the use of
these parameters by the ground management system 18

in order to make predictions about the vehicle itself by
means of digital models of the vehicle, and control oper-
ation thereof and consequently operation of the charging
systems in an optimum manner. This allows for example
smaller batteries to be used while ensuring in any case
that the buses are able to travel along the whole route.
Moreover, since the parameters of all the buses in service
and their position along the route are known, the man-
agement system is able to harmonize operation of the
entire transport system, taking suitable corrective meas-
ures for example also in the case of absence of single
vehicles which have had to be withdrawn from service.
Obviously, the above description of an embodiment ap-
plying the innovative principles of the present invention
is provided by way of example of these innovative prin-
ciples and must therefore not be regarded as limiting the
scope of the rights claimed herein. For example, in ad-
dition to the inductive charging, the buses may also be
equipped with an electric socket for cable charging, which
may be used in particular when the bus is stopped at the
depot and not in service. Charging in this case may be
performed using known charging systems, also by
means of a simple mains electricity line, for example a
single-phase 230 Vac AC 16A line.
[0042] Communication between the ground stations
and buses may be performed using any known wireless
transmission system, for example mobile network data
transmission systems. The system for localization of the
buses along the route may include satellite (for example
GPS) systems or wireless transmission systems or sys-
tems for detecting the presence of buses at stops and
predicting the travel time between the stops, as may be
now easily imagined by the person skilled in the art.
[0043] The electronic on-board system may also su-
pervise other known on-board operations, such as con-
trolling the position of the ignition key, controlling the pow-
er supply of devices not isolated by the ignition key, con-
trolling the opening/closing of the doors, activation of the
emergency lights, fast or slow activation of the various
battery charging systems, etc.
[0044] Obviously the intermediate stops, the termini
and the depots may be equipped with suitable known
structures providing protection for the stopped vehicles,
the personnel and the users and also known video sur-
veillance systems.
[0045] In the case where high charging currents are
necessary, the underground transmission coils of the
charging systems may also be provided with cooling sys-
tems which are known per se, for example of the liquid
type.

Claims

1. Public transport system (10), comprising a plurality
of buses (12) equipped with electric batteries (21)
for powering electric traction motors (22), and at least
one path (11) along which the buses of the plurality
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travel and which has intermediate stops (13) and at
least one terminus (14), characterized in that the
buses (12) are equipped with a receiving system (20)
for the inductive charging of the batteries and an on-
board control system (17), the stops (13) and the at
least one terminus (14) being in turn equipped with
transmission systems (15, 16) for inductive charging,
which link up with the receiving systems (20) of buses
when buses stop at the stops and in said at least one
terminus opposite a transmission system (15, 16) for
inductive charging, the transport system (10) further
comprising a computerized ground control system
(18) equipped with a wireless connection system
(26) for a wireless connection with the on-board con-
trol system (17) of the buses for the exchange of
information, the ground control system (18) further
comprising an electronic system (27) for processing
virtual models (30) for the simulation of buses of the
plurality, to which information transmitted by the on-
board control system (17) is supplied via the wireless
connection in order to simulate the future behaviour
of each bus (12) and send corresponding information
to the on-board control system (17) of the buses
and/or to the charging systems so as to optimize the
duration of the batteries (21) and/or the charging
stoppage time at the stops and/or at the terminus.

2. Public transport system (10) according to Claim 1,
characterized in that the on-board control system
is connected to a plurality of sensors (24) for detect-
ing bus operating information.

3. Public transport system (10) according to Claim 2,
characterized in that sensors of the plurality are
able to detect the number of people on board so as
to estimate the weight of the load transported by the
bus.

4. Public transport system (10) according to Claim 1,
characterized in that the ground control system
(18) comprises a database (31) connected to the
electronic system (27) and containing characteristics
of the path (11) suitable for the calculation by the
electronic system (27) of the prediction of the behav-
iour of the virtual model along this path.

5. Public transport system (10) according to Claim 1,
characterized in that the ground control system
(18) comprises an electronic control system (28)
which is connected to the electronic system (27) for
the model processing and which is able to exchange
information with the buses via the communication
system (26) and control the charging transmission
systems (15 and/or 16).

6. Public transport system (10) according to Claim 5,
characterized in that it comprises on the bus a
man/machine interface device adapted to receive

from the computerized ground control system (18)
operating information and command information
produced by the electronic control system (28).

7. Method for the computerized management of a pub-
lic transport system, comprising at least one path
(11) along which a plurality of buses (12) travel and
which has intermediate stops (13) and at least one
terminus (14), the buses being equipped with electric
batteries (21) for powering electric traction motors
(22) and a receiving system (20) for inductive charg-
ing of these batteries, the stops (13) and the at least
one terminus (14) being in turn equipped with trans-
mission systems (15, 16) for inductive charging,
which link up with the receiving systems (20) of the
buses when the buses stop at the stops and in the
said at least one terminus opposite a transmission
system (15, 16) for inductive charging, the method
also providing for a computerized ground control sys-
tem (18) which is connected via wireless transmis-
sion to an on-board control system (17) of the buses
for the exchange of information, the computerized
ground control system (18) comprising in turn virtual
models (30) for simulating the buses of the plurality,
to which information transmitted by the on-board
control system (17) is supplied in order to simulate
the future operation of each bus (12) and send infor-
mation to the on-board control system (17) of the
buses and to the charging systems so as to optimize
the duration of the batteries (21) and/or the charging
stoppage time at the stops and/or at the terminus.

8. Method according to Claim 7, characterized by de-
tecting bus operating parameters and sending them
via a wireless connection to the computerized
ground control system (18) so as to insert these op-
erating parameters in the models and make predic-
tions about future operation of the buses associated
with these operating parameters.

9. Method according to Claim 7, characterized by
sending operating and command information to a
man/machine interface device on the bus depending
on the predictions of future operation of the buses,
so as to signal to a driver the need to vary the driving
behaviour.

10. Method according to Claim 7, characterized by
sending operating and command information to the
on-board control system (17) depending on the pre-
dictions of future operation of the buses, so as to
modify the operating parameters of the bus.

11. Method according to Claim 7, characterized in that
a database (31) connected to the electronic system
(27) and containing characteristics of the path (11)
is used in the ground control system (18) to calculate
a prediction of the behaviour of the virtual model
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along that path.

12. Method according to Claim 7, characterized by us-
ing virtual models to predict the possibility of break-
down of the buses and command their withdrawal
from service and/or the need for maintenance.
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